TWENTY NINTH EUROPEAN WORKSHOP ON ECONOMETRICS AND HEALTH ECONOMICS

Econometrics and health economics....

This series of workshops is dedicated to econometric analysis of health, health behaviours, health care financing and delivery.

Local organisers:

Michael Gerfin, Christian Schmid (University of Bern), Martin Huber (University of Fribourg)

Series organisers:

Andrew Jones (University of York) & Owen O'Donnell (Erasmus University)

Contact information:

Department of Economics, University of York
York, Y010 5DD, United Kingdom
Email: hedg-ew@york.ac.uk
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The Workshop

The workshop programme will consist of fourteen papers. Each paper is allocated an hour, made up of a short presentation by the authors, followed by a response from a nominated discussant and a general discussion. Presentations by doctoral students and early career researchers are encouraged. The number of participants will be limited to around 40. Workshop participants will be expected to attend the whole of the meeting and play a role as either author, discussant or chairperson.

The event will begin on the evening of 7th September and finish on the morning of 10th September and includes three nights accommodation.

Submission of papers for the 29th European Workshop

Papers for the 2022 Workshop will be selected on the basis of full drafts. The deadline for submitting papers is 1 June 2022.

Submissions should be accompanied by a completed registration form.

Electronic submission of papers is required along with the online registration.

Registration

Please complete the online registration form at:

https://www.york.ac.uk/economics/postgrad/herc/ews/

before 1 June 2022. Places are limited so an early application is recommended.

There is a registration fee of €450 for participants who are accepted for the workshop (which covers participation, accommodation and meals). A reduced fee of €250 is available for participants who are registered as PhD students on 1 June 2022.